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Lyrics below

"Hope is True"

Come on
Let's go
I feel it too

Come on with me
We'll make it thru

Verse 1-
We are here
We are strong
This life we live
We're not alone
I know
We will
So believe in me
Like I believe in you

Bridge-
Together we will
Fight for this loud
Nothing will turn us down

We know what to do
We will win the struggle
Because Everyday is now

Chorus-
Because hope is true
Because hope is true
Because hope is true
Because hope is true
Because hope is you

Verse 2
We live
We love
Even when
it feels impossible
Just know
Believe
This fight we'll win
And keep pushing on

Bridge-
Together we will
Fight for this loud
Nothing will turn us down

We know what to do
We will win the struggle
Because Everyday is now

Chorus-
Because hope is true
Because hope is true
Because hope is true
Because hope is true
Because hope is you

End Bridge-
Come on
Let's go
I feel it too

Come on with me
We'll make it thru

Chorus-
Because hope is true
Because hope is true
Because hope is true
Because hope is true
Because hope is you